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We consider the integrability problem for Lie algebras of (generally unbounded) 
operators in Banach space 3Y. In addition, a Lie group G is given acting strongly 
continuously on %. Smoothness is defined as a.relative notion with respect o the 
“basepoint action.” We consider a class of smooth perturbations ofLie algebras and 
establish integrabihty for the perturbed operator Lie algebra. We also have a struc- 
ture theoretic result for the components of the Levi decomposition of the perturbed 
Lie algebra. We give applications toautomorphic Lie actions on C*-algebras, and 
to Lie algebras of derivations. A sequel paper restricts the setting further to the case 
of the irrational rotation C*-algebras. There a classification of smooth actions is 
given using the general results of the present paper. Q 1989 Academic PEW., IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider some questions regarding the integrability and
structure of Lie algebras of operators which were motivated by our interest 
in smooth actions of Lie groups and Lie algebras on C* algebras. First of 
all, we introduce a notion of smoothness for actions of Lie groups and Lie 
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algebras which is an appropriate generalization f the usual notions of 
smoothness for actions on manifolds. 
We then consider finite dimensional Lie algebras which are perturbations 
of a given integrable Lie algebra in the following sense. Let tl be a strongly 
continuous action of a Lie group G on a Banach space %. A perturbation 
class ‘Q for da(B) is a Lie algebra of bounded operators leaving P’(a) 
invariant, such that [da(B), ‘$1 c ‘$3. We show that finite dimensional Lie 
subalgebras of k(6) + ‘$3 exponentiate to smooth Lie group actions. Our 
main result, Theorem 3.4, is a structure theorem for perturbations of 
abelian operator Lie algebras (under an additional assumption which 
ensures that the Lie algebras exponentiate to uniformly bounded Lie group 
representations). We show that in a Levi decomposition 6 + % of such an 
operator Lie algebra, 6 and ‘% are commuting ideals, 6 is compact, and 
consists of bounded operators, and !R is a two step solvable algebra of a 
special type. 
In the final Section 4, we describe a class of examples which motivated 
the investigation. Certain C* dynamical systems (‘8, G, a) have the 
property that every derivation in Der(211m(ol)) hasa unique decomposition 
6 = do + 6r, where 6, E da(B), and 6, is bounded. We show that if G is 
abelian, then the class ‘p of bounded smooth derivations is a perturbation 
class for da(%). It follows that every finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of 
Der(‘$IZm(cr)) exponentiates to a smooth Lie group action, and that the 
structure theorem 3.4 applies to every such finite dimensional Lie algebra 
of smooth derivations. In a companion paper [BEGJ], we use these ideas 
to give a nearly complete analysis of smooth Lie algebra actions on the 
irrational rotation C* algebras. 
2. SMMOOTH ACTIONS OF LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let % be a Banach space, G a Lie group, and a: G --+9?(s) a strongly 
continuous representation of G. Let .Y* = f?‘(a) denote the space of 
P-elements for this action and da the derived action of the Lie algebra 6 
of G on ?Xm: 
MJXa) = f _ a(exp(W)(a) (Xe6, aE%^“). 
l-0 
If H is another Lie group and p: H-+.6@(X) a strongly continuous 
representation, we shall say that p is smooth (with respect o a) if for all 
aeAT’( the map (g, h)~+a,p,a is smooth from G x H to (3, I( *II). In
particular, this implies that 
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(1) ph maps S?‘(a) into X^“(a) for all ~EH, and 
(2) ?zya) E tP(p). 
We shall call elements of End(.S?“(a)) smooth operators, and call a 
representation fa Lie algebra h in End(A?‘(cc)) a smooth representation 
of h (with respect o a). 
Let us now fix the system (X, G, a), so that smoothness will always refer 
to a. Our first observation is that differentiation of a smooth Lie group 
representation yields .a smooth Lie algebra representation. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p: H + g(S) be a smooth representation, and let lj 
denote the Lie algebra of H. Then 
(a) Z?(a) is invariant under the operators dp( Y) (YE b), and 
(b) 9?‘(a) is a core for dp( Y) ( YE$). 
Proof By hypothesis, for any a E $?(a) the function f,( g, h) = a,p,a is 
smooth on G x H. Hence for each YE 5, the derivative 
(Yfd(g, e)=f 1 _ agPexp(rY)a = ag 44 Yb 
I-0 
is a smooth function of gE G. But this means that dp( Y)aE.F-m(a). 
Finally, since 5?“(a) is invariant under P,, (h E H), the core theorem yields 
conclusion (b); see, for example, [PO, Theorem 1.31. 1 
Next we show that if both p and dp leave em invariant, then p is 
smooth. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that p: L + B(X) is a strongly continuous 
representation of a Lie group L on .!E such that 
(1) ~%)2~Ya), 
(2) dp( Y): 5?‘(a) + Xm(a) for all Y in the Lie algebra !G of L, and 
(3) ph:5?(a)+Xm(a)for all hEL. 
Then p is smooth with respect to a. 
Proof Denote by rm the Frechet topology on A?‘(a) generated by the 
semi-norms at+ Ilda(X)all, X in the enveloping algebra 1(G) of the Lie 
algebra 6 of G. It follows from the closed graph theorem that 
ph: %m(a)wP’(a) is T~-z~ continuous for all he L. 
We assert hat p is a strongly continuous representation (am(a), zQ)), 
i.e., that for each a E 9?(a) the function @: h H p,,a is continuous from L 
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to (s’“(a), zm). Let (SPAR, be an approximate identity in L’(G) consist- 
ing of non-negative C” functions of compact support. The operators 
are continuous from (%, 11 *II) to (%‘“(a), zoo), and lim,,, l(a(cp,)x-xl1 
=0 for all x. Therefore the functions @,: h H a(cp,)p,u are continuous 
from L to (Xm(a), P) and converge pointwise to @. Since L is a Baire 
space, it follows that QJ has at least one point of continuity h, [Bour, 
Chap. IX, Exercise 221. But since p is a group homomorphism, and each ph 
is ~~-7~ continuous, this implies that @ is continuous at every point. 
For u~.fP(a), write a,p,(u)=f,(g, h). Let us prove that for XE&‘(~), 
the derivative 
is continuous from G x L to (5?, 11. II ). For fixed g E G, h H (Xf,)(g, h) is 
continuous, since h~p~a is continuous from L to (X2*“(a), 7”). Joint 
continuity follows because {a,} is uniformly bounded in a compact 
neighborhood of any point gOE G, by the uniform boundedness principle. 
For YE a(e), we have (Yf,)(g, h) = a,p, dp( Y)a =fdpcyjJg, h). Hence 
for XE 6(Q), 
and the right-hand side is continuous on G x L by the previous observa- 
tion. It remains to be shown that ( YXfa)(g, h) = (XYf)(g, h) for all 
XE&(%) and YE&(~). 
For YE 2 and a E Em(a), the map t H ~~~~~~~~~ iscontinuous from R to 
(?P(a), z~). (See above and [MZ].) We assert hat this function is also 




~exp(sY) 44 Y)a 4 0 
viewed simply as a limit of Riemann sums, converges with respect o II .I( 
and with respect to 7m to the same value. Since (d/ds)pexpcsrp= 
pexp(sY) 44 Vu (with respect o II .II 1, an application of the fundamental 
theorem of calculus gives 
~exp(r~p - a = s ; text 44 W ds. 
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Since the integrand is zoo- continuous, a second application of the 
fundamental theorem gives the assertion. Itfollows that for hi L, gE G, 
and XE 6(G), 
Hence, YXf, = XYf, for all XE b(6) and YE b(2). 1 
3. PERTURBATIONS OF ABELIAN OPERATOR LIE ALGEBRAS 
Recall that a Lie algebra 2 of operators on a domain D in ST is said to 
be exponentiable if there is a strongly continuous representation 
p: L + a(X), where L is the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra 
isomorphic to 2, such that 
(2) WQID=ND (J~EQ), and 
(3) D is a core for &3(X) (Xef!). 
In general, the correspondence between representations of Lie groups on 3 
and representations ofLie algebras is inexact, because a representation f
a Lie algebra may fail to exponentiate. However, we shall now single out 
a class of Lie algebras of smooth operators which do exponentiate to 
smooth representations ofthe corresponding simply connected Lie groups. 
A Lie algebra “$3 of bounded operators on % is said to be a perturbation 
class for go = da(B) if 
(1) 5?“(a) is invariant under the operators in $3, and 
(2) CQO, ‘PI c ‘p. 
‘$3 is permitted to be infinite dimensional. For example, let (‘$l, G a) be a 
C*-dynamical system and set 
‘$3 = {ad(h): hE ‘iX~(a), h skew adjoint}. 
For 8~2~ = da(G) and ad(h) E ‘@, [S, ad(h)] = ad(b(h)), so Fp is a pertur- 
bation class for 5Zo. 
Note that tie + !IJ is a Lie subalgebra of End(P”). We will consider finite 
dimensional Lie subalgebras of co + ‘@; such Lie algebras were called 
“semi-direct product perturbations of !20” in [JM, Chap. 91. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ‘$I be a perturbation class for !&, = da(B), and let 
!2 be a finite dimensional Lie subalgebra off?, + ‘$I. Then !2 exponentiates to 
a smooth representation of the simply connected Lie group L with algebra 
isomorphic to 2. 
Proof That f! exponentiates to a continuous representation p follows 
at once from [JM, Theorem 9.91. Because dp(X) extends X (XE 2), S?(a) 
is invariant under dp(X) and hence 5?“(a) c S‘“(p). 
We next show that 5?‘(a) is invariant under p,, (h E L). For this, it is 
enough to show that .5?(a) is invariant under exp(X+ P) for XE~,, and 
PEQ. 
We assert hat for each n EN, P maps x’“(a), the space of Cm-elements 
for the action a, into itself, that P is bounded with respect o the norm 1) IIn 
of %‘“(a), and, finally, that exp(X+ P) leaves S?(a) invariant. Let Y,, . . . . Yd 
be a basis of &,. Then Y,P = PY, + [Y,, P], as operators on .%“^“(a), and 
[ Yj, P] E ‘$ E B(9). Hence 
II YiPall Q IIPII Yiall + II Cyi7 PI II I4 (a ES!?(a)). 
This shows that P is bounded with respect o the norm 
l1411=max{ IIYiall + lall: 1 <i<d}, 
and it follows also that for aES?‘(a), PaEr)l~icdD(Yi)=~l(a). 
The one-parameter group of operators, t ++ exp tX, restricts to a strongly 
continuous group on %^‘(a). Indeed, if aeX’(a) and YE!&,, then 
p-5 IId4 Y)(a(ev(tWb - a)ll 
= pm0 lla(exp(tX)) da(Ad(exp( - tX))( Y))a - da( Y)all, 
which is zero due to the uniform boundedness of {a(exp(tX)): ItI < l} and 
the continuity of the adjoint representation fG on the finite dimensional 
space !&,. Denote the infinitesimal generator of this restricted group by X,; 
if a is in the domain of X, then also a E D(X) and X,(a) = X(a), since 
)It-l(e’xa-a)-XX,all < IIt-‘(e’xa-a)-X,aII,. 
Since P, := P ( 9,Ccrj isa bounded operator in the Banach space .%?‘(a), it 
follows from Phillips’ perturbation theorem that X,+ PI is also the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter group on 
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%‘(a), and it is easy to see that this group agrees with exp t(X+ P) on 
X”(a), because for a E D(X,) 
d 
ze 
- ex+ P)er(xl + ma = 0. 
The invariance of %^‘(a) under exp t(X+ P) is immediate from this. 
This establishes the case n = 1 of our assertion. The general case (n > 1) 
follows at once by induction, as the space ?F+ ‘(a) is the space of 
Cl-vectors for the action of G on the Banach space Z”(a). 
Since 5?(a) is invariant under exp(X+P) for all n, so also is S?(a). 
Hence p is smooth by Proposition 2.2. i 
The following theorem, a restatement of results from [JM, Appendix G], 
is a useful tool for analyzing Lie algebras of operators which exponentiate 
to uniformly bounded Lie group representations, i.e., representations whose 
image in $9(X) is norm bounded. The theorem generalizes a result of Singer 
[Si] for unitary representations; seealso [KS, NS, Sa]. 
Given a real Lie algebra L! of operators in X, we let !i!b denote the Lie 
algebra of bounded elements in 9, and !Zc the complexification of !I?!, which 
may be identified with the complex span of I? in the operators on X. 
THEOREM 3.2 ([JM]; The Generalized Singer Theorem). Let 2 be a Lie 
algebra of operators in a Banach space which exponentiates to a uniformly 
bounded Lie group representation. Then 
(a) !2!, is an ideal in 2. 
(b) For all r E 2, ad 5 I,,; is diagonalizable, with purely imaginary 
eigenvalues. 
(c) Let 2 = 6 i % be a Levi decomposition of 2 into the solvable 
radical ideal ‘8 and a semisimple subalgebra 6. Then 6, and ‘Sib commute, 
and 5Zt, = Gt, + St,. In other words, 5$ is the direct sum of the commuting 
ideals 6, and !Rb. Furthermore 6, is compact and 91Zb is abelian. 1 
To be able to use Theorem 3.2, we must make sure that our exponen- 
tiable Lie algebras generate uniformly bounded Lie group representations. 
There is no problem with this in the case of Lie algebras of *-derivations 
in C*-algebras, the application of primary interest o us, since these 
generate representations by *-automorphisms, which are isometric. The 
following observations will suffice for the purpose of the present exposition. 
An operator P in a Banach space ?E is called conservative if + P are dis- 
sipative, i.e., iffor each aeD and WEX* such that w(a) = )10/) ([all, we
have Re @(P(a)) = 0. As is well known, a strongly continuous one- 
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parameter group of operators is isometric if, and only if, its infinitesimal 
generator is conservative. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a: G -+ S?(X) be a strongly continuous representation by 
isometries, and let Fp be a perturbation class for Q,, = da(@) consisting of 
conservative operators. Zf 2 is a finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of 2, + 'p 
then exp(Q) is a representation by isometries. 
Proof It suffices to prove that exp(t(X+ P)) is a group of isometries 
for each XE !&, and PE ‘?& and this is evident since the sum of conservative 
operators is conservative. i
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that G is an abelian Lie group, a: G + W(X) is a 
strongly continuous representation by isometries of the Banach space .Y, and 
Cp is a perturbation class for !i?,, = da(B) consisting of conservative operators. 
Let f? be a finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of !& + ‘!$I. Let 2 = 6 i % 
be a Levi decomposition, where 9Z denotes the solvable radical of 2, and G 
is semisimple. Then 
(a) 6 is compact and consists of bounded operators. 
(b) 6 and ‘8 are commuting ideals of 2. 
(c) 91ib is abelian and ‘St, 2 [%, %I. Thus the derived series of % has 
only two steps: % 2 [%, %] 2 (0). 
(d) % = WO) 0 CR %I, w h ere ‘St,(O) denotes the centralizer of 9I 
in ‘St,. Moreover, [!I$ ‘!I&] has even dimension, and is the direct sum of 
two-dimensional minimal ideals. 
(e) The adjoint representation of % on ‘St is diagonalizable, and the 
weights (eigenvalues) are purely imaginary. 
(f) Suppose in addition that (&,), = (0). Then %/!Rb is canonically 
isomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of &,. 
Proof L! is exponentiable and exp(P) is an isometric representaton by 
3.1 and 3.3, so Theorem 3.2 applies. Since !&, is abelian we have 
[!i?, !G] c !i?n ‘$E !&. Because [G, G] = 6, it follows that 6= G,, and 
therefore 6 is compact by Theorem 3.2. Likewise [%, %] c !Nb, and !RZb is 
abelian by the same theorem. This takes care of (a) and (c). 
To prove (b), we have to show that [G, ‘%I= 0. But 6 and R, com- 
mute, again by Theorem 3.2, and [G, ‘%I E !l&,. So each 5 E 6 satisfies 
(ad 5)” 1 ,,r = 0. On the other hand, the adjoint representation fG on !Rc 
exponentiates to a representation f a compact group. !lF has an inner 
product with respect to which this representation is unitary, and the 
operators ad t 1 ‘RC are skew adjoint. Hence ad 5 lXC is diagonalizable with 
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purely imaginary eigenvalues. Then since (ad r)* 1 %c = 0, it follows that 
ad <I+= 0. This proves (b). 
We prove (d) and (e) together. Consider the adjoint representation f
% on %f. By Theorem 3.2, the operators ad 5 1 %c (5 E ‘%) are each 
diagonalizable with purely imaginary eigenvalues. !Vote that ad % 1 St 
is abelian, since Cad41,ad5211~~=ad(CS,,~21)l~~, but Ct1,t21~% 
and ‘!Rb is abelian. Hence the operators ad r I ‘R; are simultaneously 
diagonalizable. It follows that there are distinct nonzeo real linear 




(The functionals qj are the nonzero weights of the adjoint representation f
!R on %F. Note that if q is a weight, then -cp is also, and 
where * denotes the involution 5, + it2 H <I - it2 on SC.) Set 
Note that 
and also 
9&(q)= Imq=q:s, W,(q)}. 
{ 
Furthermore, [S, q] = icp(b)r] implies 
Cd, Re VI= -v(6) Im v, 
C4 Im VI= (~(6) ReI], 
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and 
[a, [S, Re ?]I= -(p(S)* Re q. 
It follows that: 
(1) For cp # 0, dim, !&,(q) = 2 dim, W,(q). 
(2) If cpl, cp2 are weights with cpl # f(~*, then !Rb(ql) n !Rb(q2) =
(0). 
(3) c:+, ‘9&,(q) = [‘%, ‘9Xb]; of course, for each pair (cp, - cp), only 
one copy of ‘i&(cp) is taken in the direct sum. 
This proves (d) and (e). 
Finally, if (!&,), = (0), then each 6 E % has a unique decomposition 
6 = 6, + P with 6, E &, and P E ‘p, and the map 6 H 6, is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism of % with kernel ‘9& = % n ‘p. This proves (f). 1 
The remainder of this section concerns the structure of solvable sub- 
algebras of !& + Fp. This material is used in an essential way in the analysis 
of smooth Lie algebra actions on non-commutative tori in [BEGJ]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, G, a) and ‘p verifv the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, 
and let % be a solvable finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of &, + clp. Then 
either 
(a) ‘8 contains a Lie subalgebra isomorphic to the three dimensional 
Heisenberg Lie algebra, or 
(b) 9Z contains an abelian Lie subalgebra 2 such that !?I = 2 i St,, 
where the symbol i denotes semidirect sum of Lie algebras. 
Possibilities (a) and (b) are mutually exclusive. 
Proof Suppose that ‘% contains no Lie subalgebra isomorphic to the 
three dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra. Let 5,) . . . . 5, be elements of ‘ill 
which are linearly independent modulo !Rb and mutually commuting 
( [ri, tj] = 0 for all i, i). We will show that if r< d = dim,(!R/9&,), then 
there exist elements 5;) . . . . <i, 4: + i that are linearly independent modulo 
!RZb and mutually commuting. 
Set Z0 = span,{ 5 i, . . . . <,}, and consider the adjoint representation fZ0 
on 3’. Since &, is abelian, there exists a family of distinct nonzero linear 
functionals (weights) II/ on 2, such that 
‘%!=M(O)O~@ M($), 
$ 
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where 
M(0) = {q E W: Vt E 2, 3k (ad r)“(q) = 0} 
and 
If $ is one of the nonzero weights, then there is a [ E 2, such that $(l) # 0. 
If q EM($), there is a k such that 
0 = (tad 5) - ILtCl))ktv) 
= (-W))‘tad 5)k-‘tv) 
= (-$(t))“r+ {kt-t45))k-1tad O(v)+ -.I. 
This shows that r] E [‘ill, SC] E %t, since the terms inside the braces 
on the last expression are in [%, @I. Thus M(tj) c ‘8:. Hence 
dim,(M(O)/(M(O)n %t))=d, and it follows, since r<d, that M(0) con- 
tains an element whose real part 5’ is not in 2, + 9$,. Since M(O) = M(O)*, 
5’ is in M(0) as well. We note that for all < E Zo, (ad t)*(<‘) = 0. In fact for 
each 5 there is a k such that (ad <)k(t’) =O. But (ad <)(t’)~ ‘9&, and 
(ad t)k-l(ad <)(t’) =O; hence by Theorem 3.2, (ad <)((ad l)(l’)) =O. 
Recall (from the proof of Theorem 3.4) the weight space decomposition 
of !R;, with respect o action of % on %F: 
Decompose each element [li, t’] accordingly: 
where VIE W,(O) and 71:~ IV,(q). Then 
O=C5i, C5i9t’ll=~J-lcP(ti)tl’,~ 
(D 
Since the IV,(q) are linearly independent subspaces, 
cptmi, = 0 for all i and cp. (3.51) 
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Next, since [ti, C;,] = 0 for all i, j, 
O= CCtJi9 CjlP 5’1 = CCSiT 5’19 tjl + Cti, Ctj, (‘11 
= c J-1 hwrl’, - dt,,v;,. 
P 
Therefore 
(P(5i)1’,--(P(tj)V~=” for all i, j, cp. 
Set A= {cp: (p([‘)#O}, A’= {cp: (p(l’)=O}, and 
(3.5.2) 
One computes that 
which is zero by (3.5.2). 
Furthermore, a short computation gives 
Set [51, <‘I=[‘. We note that [r’, ii] = [<:,[‘I =O. In fact, 
which is zero by definition fA’, and 
which is zero by (3.51). If ii # 0 for some i, then {r:, t’, ci} spans a 
Heisenberg subalgebra of ‘%, which is against our assumption. Thus we 
have [tj, c’]=O for all i. Set t;+r = t;‘; then {&, . . . . c:, c:,,} satisfies our 
requirements. 
It follows by induction that, if % contains no Lie subalgebra isomorphic 
to ljs, then !Jlb has an abelian complement 2. 
Finally we show that the two possibilities (a)and (b) are mutually 
exclusive. Suppose that % has the form !ll = 2 i !Rb, and that { tl, 12, [> 
verify the ralations 
c5,,5*1= L CL 11 = 0 (i= 1,2). 
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We show that [ = 0. Decompose ti (in !Rc) as 
tic6i+t16+C?fg (i= 1,2), 
rp 
where &E W,(O), qa E W,(q), and ~3~~2. Then 
OS C5i3 il=C (-1)cP(Gi)(cP(s,)12,-rP(6,)1~) (i’l, 2). 
v 
It follows that for all cp, rp(b,)qt - (~(6~)~~ = 0. Hence i = 0. # 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that (3, G, a) and ‘p verifv the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.4, and that ‘% is a solvable finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of 
f&3+ cp. If (51,529 r> is a basis of a Heisenberg Lie subalgebra of !U, such 
that 
and C5i7 il =O (i= 1,2), 
then <I and <I are linearly independent module !Rb and 5 lies in the center 
of%. 
Proof: First we note that <I and l2 are unbounded. If r2 is bounded, 
it has a decomposition in ‘St, 






It follows that c = 0, a contradiction. 
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If t1 and c2 are linearly dependent modulo ‘$,, then there is a t E R such 
that C;, - t<, is bounded. But then 
is a Heisenberg system whose second element is bounded. 
Next we show that c is in the center of %. Fix 5 E % and consider the 
decompositions 
CL <iI = wb + c wi, (i= 1, 2), 
v 
where co, WOE W,(O), and cVp, WOE W,(q). Since [ti, {] =O, we have 
~(ti)icpco for all cp and i = 1, 2. (3.6.1) 
On the other hand, 
If i, ZO for some cp, then cp({,)= (p({,)=O by (3.6.1), and therefore 
cp(<)L+,=O by (3.6.2). Hence, [<, i] =O. (It follows that &, =0 for all 
nonzero cp.) m 
4. C*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS WITH THE DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY 
In this section we describe a class of examples to which the results of 
Section 3 apply. 
A C*-dynamical system (‘$I, G a), with G a Lie group, is said to have the 
decomposition property for smooth derivations if each 6 E Der(‘P(a)) has 
a unique decomposition 6 = S, + 5, where &,E &,= &((li), and 5 is a 
bounded derivation. A systematic study of this andxrelated decompositions 
is made in [Bra]; here we only mention some particular cases: 
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EXAMPLE 4.1 (Noncommutative Tori). If G is the d-torus T’, and c1 
is an ergodic action of G on a simple C*-algebra, then (2I, G, ~1) has 
the following structure (see, e.g., [OPT]): For each n in Zd= (Td) ? 
the spectral subspace W(n) is one-dimensional, and is spanned by a 
unitary element U(n). These unitaries satisfy the relations 
U(n) u(m) = x(n, m) U(m) U(n), (4.1.1) 
where x: Zd x Zd + T is. a nondegenerate antisymmetric bicharacter. 
Conversely, given a nondegenerate antisymmetric bicharacter x on Z”, 
there is a unique simple C*-algebra !!Iu, with an ergodic action a: Td + 
Aut(‘U,) such that the unitary eigenelements U(n) (n E Z”) satisfy (4.1.1). If
in addition x has generic Diophatine properties, i.e., if Ix(n, m) - 11-l 
grows polynomially in IJmJJ for fixed n #O in Zd, then @IX, Td, ~1) has a 
strong form of the decompostion property for smooth derivations: Every 
6 E Der(%;(cr)) has a unique decomposition 6 = 6, + ad(h), where 
&,~da(R~) and h is a skew-adjoint element of 2IF(a) [BEJ; Co, Propo- 
sition 493. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If G is a compact abelian group, and CI is an action of G 
on a C*-algebra ‘% such that T(M) = G and ‘% admits an a-invariant pure 
state o such that the associated representation rc, is faithful, then (‘8, G, ~1) 
has the decomposition property. This is an immediate consequence of the 
main theorems in [Kis, KR]; see [Bra, Theorems 2.9.10 and 2.6.61. The 
decomposition is even valid assuming only that 6 maps the algebra 2I: of 
G-finite lements into 9I. If ‘?I is separable, the dynamical assumption 
above can be stated in several other equivalent ways, e.g., 
If x, y~‘%\{0}, then x‘W~ # (0). (4.2.1) 
There exists an irreducible r presentation rcof ‘% such 
that rr(2Y)” = @I). (4.2.2) 
There exists an a-covariant representation rcof ‘$I such 
that rr(‘W)’ n QI)” = Cl, or (4.2.3) 
‘8 and ‘?I” are prime, and ag is properly outer for each 
g#O; see [BEEK]. (4.2.4) 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let G be a second-countable compact group and 0: a 
faithful action of G on a simple separable unital C*-algebra ‘8. Assume that 
there exists a sequence t, E Aut(%) such that [z,, a] = 0 and 
lim II h(x), ~1 II = 0 (4.3.1) n-m 
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for all x, y E 9X. Then (9.X, G a) has the decomposition property, and even 
all derivations from 2I: into 2I decompose; see [BK, Theorem 1.13 or 
[Bra, Theorem 2.9.3 11. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Finally, if G is a compact group, a is a faithful action 
of G on a C*-algebra 9l, and there exists a faithful G-covariant represen- 
tation rc with rr(2P)‘n rc(‘%)” = Cl, then any derivation 6: %>+ 2I has 
a decomposition 6 = &, + 8 where &, is the generator of a one-parameter 
subgroup of LX, and 8 is bounded [BG, Theorem 2.5; Bra, Theorem 2.9.22; 
L, Cor. 4.31. 
So, for example, if ‘8 is the UHF C*-algebra of type no0 and G is a 
closed subgroup of u(n) acting on Cu via the canonical product action, then 
(‘?I, G) has the decomposition property for smooth derivations. 
Let (9I, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system with the decomposition 
property; then Der(91Zoo(a)) = &,+ ‘p, where $3 is the space of smooth 
bounded derivations of ‘8, and the sum is direct as a sum of linear spaces. 
To be able to use the results of Section 2, we need to know that ‘$3 is a 
perturbation class for f?!,. We prove this in the case that G is abelian. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf G is an abelian Lie group, and the P-dynamical 
system (‘+N, G, a) has the decomposition property, then the space ‘Q of 
bounded smooth *-derivations of ‘3I satisfies 
Proof. Let 6, E !&, and 8~ ‘Q; we have to show that [S,, $1 E ‘p. By the 
decomposition property, [S,, b] has a unique decomposition 
CL a= 50 + 57, (4.51) 
where &, E I?!, and TE ‘$3. We have to show that to = 0. 
First we consider the case that G is compact. For aE‘91U”(a) and PUE $3 
the function gt+agpagla is continuous from G to am(a), endowed with 
the Frechet topology TV ; this follows from Banach-Steinhaus, which yields 
the r,--z, equicontinuity of (a,: gE G}, together with the closed graph 
theorem, which gives the 7m-z, continuity of CL. Therefore the integral 
pinva = JG dg agpa; ‘a converges with respect o r, and defines an element 
~inv in Cp. By the ~~--r, continuity of do, we have 
(4.5.2) 
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Furthermore, by the G-invariance of ~inv, we have 




As G is abelian, (4.5.1) yields 
Combining this with (4.5.2) and (4.5.3), we obtain 
It follows that to E tie n ‘$7 = (0). 
If G is noncompact (but still abelian) we can modify this argument 
as follows. Realize ‘u in a faithful G-covariant representation; then a 
extends to a point - a(&, A.+.) continuous representation rin Jt = ‘?I”. If 
&=da(X), then &i(X) = 6, is a o(&, J&)-closed extension of 6,. For 
a E Boo(a), the functions 
gwagiTa;lu, 
gb--+ a,i7acc,‘60u, 
g- [So, a,8abr,1]u=~oa+a,~abr,1u 
are continuous and bounded from G to (Yl, 11. II ). Hence so is the function 
We now apply an invariant mean over G to each of these functions; the 
value of the mean is in ~8. For p E ‘@ we denote the mean of g H a,pa;‘a 
by ClinvU. By the a(&, A*)-closedness of 8, we have 
mean(b,a,iTabr,‘u) = S,(mean a,Sa;‘u) = JOginvu- 
g g 
Hence, using (4.5.1), we obtain 
580/86/Z-10 
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Finally (using the fact that &,“a E II(&)) we have 
It follows that to is bounded, hence in 2, n ‘$2 = (0). I 
COROLLARY. Let G be an abelian Lie group and let (‘?I, G a) be a 
P-dynamical system with the decomposition property for smooth deriva- 
tions. Then any finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of Der(!21m(a)) is exponen- 
liable and satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 3.4. 
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